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Welcome thoughts
EARTHBOUND – The Multispecies Paradigm Shift is initiated by Secret Hotel and made a reality through the concerted efforts of various 
organisations and persons – see more on the credits page – thanks to all!

Secret Hotel is a performing arts company, specializing in participatory work, and the life world of various living entities. This work 
has been going on for five years under the title Landscape Dialogues, and we have defined the work as an ongoing investigation of the 
intersection between participatory performing arts – as well as other art expressions – sustainable approaches – and landscapes, often in 
interdisciplinary constellations. We have held laboratories, debate weekends and workshops, organized guest plays, and residencies in Mols, 
as well as created our own productions. After these years, and with a stronger interest for the life world and our common future, we have 
intended to create a kind of summarizing symposium with EARTHBOUND. We invite you to investigate the state of the planet together with 
and through the main characters: Animals, microorganisms and landscapes.
EARTHBOUND aims to be interdisciplinary because we believe that the possible solutions to the challenges that (life on) the planet is facing, 
must be developed across disciplines. This way there is more possibilities of new thoughts emerging, or of placing ancient knowledge in 
new contexts. Together we know more. The co-thinking is more important than ever, as the complex interrelatedness of all elements on the 
planet seem to grow in importance in a range of areas amongst us, the humans, across the so-called hard sciences, the humanities and in 
artistic research.

Much can be said about the green technologies, but at least it is perhaps partly a growth the planet could prosper from? Is it too much 
to dream that also politicians will begin to dare thinking in generations ahead instead of in election periods? However, nowadays the 
international corporations have more power than our politicians, and it is here that the reasons behind the big climatic effects are really to 
be found. How to communicate with and affect entities whose values are profit, power and the mantra of growth? 

In an Animistic worldview consumerism as well as profit make little sense, measured towards the wellbeing of all living entities. In the 
present situation of bereft areas of land, and destroyed ecosystems, it is time to turn towards those cultures who know how to live with the 
land – not just off it. The knowledge of indigenous peoples carry a humble and respectful approach to coexisting with all other entities, or 
with ‘that, which is’ – the direct translation for ‘nature’ in Chinese. Relating to animals, microorganisms, plants and places, decolonizing is 
also a fundamental issue to address. This, we have tried to do with this first EARTHBOUND, but it is but a first step, and it can and must be 
done much more in-depth. 

We live in a time of inmense and rapid changes. Even if the human world has seen singular inventions, which changed the world – the 
relation to fire, the wheel, and not least the steam engine – what we all are living now is the sheer, accumulated power of human 
entrepreneurship. Ursula K. le Guin states that we nowadays think that there is no alternative to capitalism – but the feudal lords said the 
same about their societal structure. Perhaps it is time to rethink, who we think with when addressing this question. Is it time to refocus? To 
place the human in the background? 
It is worth engaging with the fact of differences in temporalities of entities other than humans. For instance, the time spans of mountains 
and other geological entities. Or the speedy life spans of microorganisms. The life world will still be alive, even after we, the industrious 
mammal, may have ceased to exist… Who knows what is ahead of us? We do hope to be able to welcome you again for an EARTHBOUND 
2020.

Christine Fentz

Kasernen  Langelandsgade 139, 8000 Aarhus C
Moesgaard Moesgaard Allé 15, 8270 Højbjerg
Rødegaard Karlshøjvej 5, Vistoft, 8420 Knebel
Bogens  Provstskovvej 9 (+ 2 and 7A) Bogens, 8400 Ebeltoft
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KASERNESCENEN

8:00-8:30 YOGA at Kasernen with Trine Vinther (mats available), Small Hall

8:30-9:40 Registration, Foyer

9:45-10:45 MORNING BRIEFING, breakfast and welcome by Thomas Rosendal Nielsen and Christine Fentz, Foyer

11:00-12:30 “Golden Snail Opera” + Q & A in the Big Hall

12:30-13:30 LUNCH, buffet by Institute of Meals, Foyer

13:35-15:30 TRIO SESSION: led by Adam Bencard, with Anna Tsing and Tuija Kokkonen, Big Hall

PARKS

15:30-16:00 Walk to either the Botanical Garden or the University Park
with bloodsugar first aid (the two groups have been devided beforehand)

16:00-18:00 PARALLEL SESSION: “Walking Lecture on Ants” – Secret Hotel

16:00-18:00 PARALLEL SESSION: “Cracks” – Charlotta Ruth

KASERNESCENEN

18:30-19:30 DINNER, by Institute of Meals, Foyer

19:30 Angela Rawlings, “SOUND OF MULL”, book release and video showing, Foyer and Big Hall (Public)

20:00-20:50 Concert with Elle Márjá Eira, Big Hall (Public)

21:30 Last person leaves the building

WEDNESDAY 26.09.18 – DAY 1 – at Kasernen
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KASERNESCENEN

8:00-8:30 YOGA at Kasernen with Trine Vinther (mats available), Big Hall

8:30-10:00 MORNING BRIEFING & breakfast by Performing Arts Platform, Foyer. With Bo Fritzbøger

BUSES

10:00-10:35 PARALLEL SESSION in the buses to Moesgaard

MOESGAARD, Lecture hall and outside

10:45 Gathering in the Lecture Hall, Tina Andersen’s “Singing Soil”, and special guests

11:00-13:00 TRIO SESSION: Led by Fröydi Laszlo, with Lourdes Orozco, and Christine Fentz, Lecture Hall

13:00-13:45 LUNCH, from Kemisk Kantine, Lecture Hall

13:45 Gathering in the courtyard, walking to the performance site, outdoors

14:00-14:30 “Blubber in Numbers”, performance by Jessie Kleemann, outdoors

14:30-14:45 Small meditation. Walking to the horse lab site, outdoors

14:45-15:45 Horse Lab – work in progress sharing by Kat, Ruairí, Lourdes, Hraptinni and Kveikur, outdoors

16:00-16:45 Blood sugar aid, and digesting in walks

17:00-17:30 Q&A with Jessie Kleemann, indoors

17:30-18:00 Q&A with Horse Lab team, indoors

18:30-19:30 DINNER – from Institute of Meals, indoor

BUSES

20:00-20:30 Buses going back to Aarhus, Kasernescenen

THURSDAY 27.09.18 – DAY 2 – at Moesgaard
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FRIDAY 28.09.18 – DAY 3 – at Rødegaard/Vistoft

KASERNESCENEN

8:00-8:30 YOGA at Kasernen with Trine Vinther (mats available), Big Hall

8:30-9:50 MORNING BRIEFING, breakfast, Foyer

BUSES

10:00-11:00 PARALLEL SESSION in the buses to Vistoft: Thomas Rosendal, about participation, + Sound art

10:00-11:00 PARALLEL SESSION in the buses to Vistoft: Esben Bjerggard, about the Anthropocene, + Sound art

RØDEGAARD/VISTOFT

11:00-11:15 Arrival at Rødegaard, preparing the big hall together

11:15-13:15 TRIOSESSION, big hall: Led by Anette Vandsø, with Birgit Løkke and Elle Márjá Eira

13:30-14:15 LUNCH, from Institute of Meals

14:15-14:45 “Vestigios”, short film by Lilibeth Cuenca, and talk via internet. Workshop-choosing

15:00-17:00 PARALLEL SESSIONS: Six workshops, some of them outdoor, workshop info in separate hand-out

During the workshop time, blood sugar help will be organized

17:15-18:00 Sharing session about the workshops, big hall

18:00-18:30 Summarizing EARTHBOUND

18:30-19:00 Preparing the space, each workshop group has a specific task

19:00-20:30 DINNER (the Cooking Class presents from their 1 month growing preparations), + Live music

BUSES

21:00-22:00 SESSIONS in the bus to Aarhus, Kasernescenen: Thomas Rosendal and Esben Bjerggard

21:00-21:15 Transport in cars to Bogens
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SATURDAY 29.09.18 – DAY 4 – in Bogens

THE FARM

This programme is kept open on purpose

8:30-9:00 Morning dance/Preperation of breakfast/please bring your luggage

9:00-10:00 Breakfast

10:00-12:30 Open program – Walks / Dialogues / meeting the horses (who have come home)

12:30-13:30 LUNCH

13:30-15:00 Open program – Walk to the sea / Sauna

15:00-15:30 Wrapping up, and goodbye

16:00 Departure for those who have to go
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Following essay is a revised version of the publication Listening to the Dark Side of Nature, (eds Schneider), Lexington, 2016.
Sounds of waves breaking on a shore, of thunderstorms with quiet falling rain, of whale song or rainforest animal life. Sound recordings of nature 
have been an integrated part of our everyday cultural representations of nature since the late 1960s, and today they play a pivotal role in our common 
imaginaries about nature. We encounter such soundings in meditation sound tracks, sound machines and various genres of music, with nature being 

Being EARTHBOUND as a sonic phenomena

Programme Content

The Golden Snail Opera 
The More-Than-Human Performance of Friendly Farming on 
Taiwan’s Lanyang Plain

Created by: Yen-Ling Tsai, National Chiao Tung University – Isabelle 
Carbonell, University of California, Santa Cruz – Joelle Chevrier, 
Land Dyke Feminist Family Farm – Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, 
University of California, Santa Cruz and Aarhus University/AURA.

Staging for EARTHBOUND: Rasmus Malling Lykke Skov
Voices: Astrid Steffensen, Khedidja Benniche and Rasmus M.L. Skov

Walking Lecture on Ants
by Secret Hotel

Idea, staging and host: Christine Fentz
Created with Betina Birkjær and the team
Reseachers: Hans Joachim Offenberg and Andreas Roepstorff
Sound designer & chemist: Maiken Vibe Bauer
Tailor: Helene Jensen/Textilkokken
Assistant & tech solutions: John Thinning
Production on premiere in 2017: Lotus Lykke Skov
Production on guest play, Copenhagen 2018: Vibeke Holm Nielsen

Join a walk with your nose close to the ground: Performing artists 
have invited an ant researcher, an anthropologist and a sound artist 
also a chemist to create a walking lecture about one of the oldest 
creatures on this planet; the ant. How are the social structures of 
the ants, how do they communicate, and how does its world sound? 
Lecture and sensory experiences, wandering and soundscapes. 
Borrow the gaze of the ant and experience new perspectives.
This walking lecture is the first in a series, the next two will be on 
bees, and on trees & mycellium.

Cracks
Concept and facilitator: Charlotta Ruth
Assistant in Aarhus: Maja Ravn
Original location concept and prop-design: Sofia Romberg & 
Laura Weiss
Topological writing input: Cordula Daus

Cracks originally took place inside the participatory performance 
work Treasure Hunting 2016, WUK Vienna that Ruth directed 
together with an 8 headed team of performers, programmers, 
sound and space designers. Funded by Ma7 Stadt Wien, 
Bundeskanzleramt Austria and Arts Grants Committee Sweden. 
Further site-specific appearances of Cracks include Angewandte 
Innovation Lab, Vienna 2018 and an E-poetry questionnaire.

Equipped with a notebook and a pen, this participatory practice 
invites you to a micro perspective treasure hunt. The practice is 
based in finding and observing cracks of the University Park and 
playing with your own mind and body as a measuring tool of the 
landscape. CRACKS is one of several analogue augmented reality 
practices that Ruth developed in the last years, where layers of 
attention are applied to everyday surroundings.
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represented as a pastoral world (Michael 207), and a pristine “other” that we should preserve and venerate. 
Natural sounds are also the main ingredient in many recent art/science projects. But when American sound artists such as Andrea Polli, Raviv Gancrow, 
Joe Davies and Katie Egan invite us to listen to global warming, infrasounds in the upper crust of the earth, or the undecipherable sounds of living cells, 
nature is not presented as a serene, peaceful sanctuary. Instead, the disturbing, rumbling and indistinct soundings in these art projects embed their 

Programme Content

SOUND OF MULL
by Angela Rawlings

Angela will introduce INTIME and SOUND OF MULL, interdisciplinary 
artworks investigating how to perform geochronology in the 
Anthropocene along North Atlantic foreshores.
INTIME is geopoetics writ large—a visual and proprioceptive 
performance poem inscribing ‘O’ onto foreshores at low tide. 
SOUND OF MULL is a series of performance scores engaging 
geochronology and foreshores through experiential knowledge 
acquisition via attunement.
Further she will also introduce IN MEMORY: JÖKULL, a visual poem 
gathering all Icelandic compound words that include the word 
jökull (glacier), which creates a linguistic archive of future loss. 

Concert with Elle Márjá Eira
Together with Morten Pettersen

Her music mixes Sami traditional yoik with edgy electronica, and 
she likes to visualize her lyrics with film during the concerts.

Blubber in Numbers
by Jessie Kleemann
Performance about the trade in and use of animal blubber from 
Greenland.

Vestigios
(Vestiges) Performance for the earth. 
by Lillibeth Cuenca, 2017

The united bodies measure the earth through transformations 
of geometric shapes.
The final image, drawn with their white feet dipped in Caolin, 
show an archaic Indian sign, symbolizing and illustrating 
digestion. The red soil is turned into white, as if territory is 
invaded.
The gesture of 100 people doing this act together is to 
acknowledge the indigenous people of Brazil.

Performance with 100 dance students from IFB, Instituto 
Federal de Brasilia, Uib, University of Bergen and volunteer 
citizens from Brasilia.

TV TOWER, Brasilia. Architect: Lucìa Costa
Real time duration: 90 minutes
Photographer: Luciana Melo & Marie Rømer Westh
Music: Pete Drungle
Film, edit, postproduction: Videomarca Team Brasilia
Various collaborative Brazilian partners.
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listener in the deep, dark inside of nonhuman forces that we do not normally sense. These examples resemble Timothy Morton’s description of “art in 
the age of ecological awareness,” which is “a demonic force, carrying information from the beyond, from nonhuman entities such as global warming, 
wind, water, sunlight and radiation” (Realist 22). In Raviv Gancrow’s Long Wave Synthesis, we sense natural phenomena that we can hardly notice without 
technology, namely infrasound; low frequency sounds under 20 Hz. Infrasounds can be measured by special infrasound sensors either above ground or 

Trio Sessions
At the Creative Tastebuds-symposium, autumn 2017, I (Christine) 
was fascinated by the format which the two curators Højlund and 
Schneider instigated. With their blessing, we now try out that 
format, once a day:
Three persons share the stage for two hours. One of these chairs 
the session. All three have appr. 15 min. to present their work. After 
these presentations the chairing person initiates the conversation, 
later inviting the rest of the participants to join in. 
Instead of the wellknown one person presenting, leaving, the next 
one fiddling with computer cables, presenting, and so forth, we will 
spend more time together with these three persons, and – not least 
– with the knowledge, insights and provocations, which they will 
produce together. We look forward to some inspiring hours!

Horse lab – work in progress sharing
Lab with: Hraptinni from Langtved, Kveikur from Vinkærgaard, 
Kat Joyce, Ruairí Donovan and Lourdes Orozco.

Two performing artists from Ireland and from England have 
been invited to meet up with a Spanish researcher and two local 
Icelandic horses, in order to explore whether it is possible to 
develop performing art on the premisses of the animals? Perhaps 
it is not, as the horses will never grasp the agenda and setting of 
art which we humans create… This lab has researched how to work 
from a respectful starting point.

The participants of EARTHBOUND are invited to have a peak 
into the process after a few days of work, and hear about the 
considerations, ethical questions, obstacles and possibilities if the 
process were to continue.
As this is an experiment between five individuals, where only the 
two horses know each other beforehand, we cannot say at the time 
of printing this, if there will be something to demonstrate. But we 
guarantee a sharing of experiences, observations and interesting 
reflections and questions to delve into. As well as two horses, who 
in their everyday home life are very charming. Who knows what 
will happen?

Programme Content
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under ground, or they can be detected as changes in air pressure by a barometer (Gancrow 179-198).
Long Wave Synthesis was a land art installation where custom-built low frequency generators created acoustic waves in the area of 4 to 30 Hz including 
actual infrasound recordings from one of the European infrasound sensors. What the audience experienced with this installation was not just low frequency 
sound, but also how the solid matter we stand on – the earth – is in fact vibrating matter intimately connected to weather, landscape and events around 

Morning briefing
by Bo Fritzbøger
The changing roles of climate and environment from the 1960’ies 
and to our day.

Participatory poetics – bus lecture
by Thomas Rosendal Nielsen 
In 20th Century theatre and performance, participation served as 
an artistic devise primarily for avant-garde movements in order to 
enable the emancipation of the audience. However, participation 
turned out to be a tricky concept in both theory and practice, and 
contemporary theory and performance seldom fails to reflect that 
the empowerment of the audience on one level often discloses a 
powerlessness on another level. Can we learn anything about the 
modern predicament from this duplicity of participation?

Manifestos of The Anthropocene – bus lecture
by Esben Bjerggaard Nielsen 
The Anthropocene has sparked numerous debates within different 
scientific fields. However, the neologism itself carries rhetorical 
potentials that go far beyond the boundaries of its original 
scientific community. In this talk, Esben Bjerggaard Nielsen 
examines how the very act of defining The Anthropocene becomes 
highly ideological and manifests different kinds of future politics.

Staging of EARTHBOUND
So, when you as a performing artist normally create participatory 
performance work, how do you then go about it when making a 
symposium? We realized that we needed to look at the whole event 
as something we could stage. It is a far cry from any immersive 
experience with set designs which will embrace you totally. But 
we have tried to do a thing or two, having the trees, the animals, 
the earth and its gifts present. Yes, the trees could have continued 
growing, had we not cut them down (actually, not the case for all of 
them, though) – but EARTHBOUND is not just a feel-good gathering, 
so… there you are, some dead trees too.

The trees come from where Christine’s lives, and we will find 
people who want to use the wood after EARTHBOUND. The earth 
comes from the local land outside Moesgaard, and will go back 
there again. The bales of straw will have a 2nd life, with farmers 
and strawhouse-builders. If any of you do not bring home the 
textile tubes/scarfs, they will also have a second life. As you have 
noted, we give you each a BPA-free bottle to tag with your name 
and use throughout EARTHBOUND and bring home (most airport 
securities accept an empty, open bottle in your handluggage). 
The food – vegetarian or vegan – is made from primarily local and 
organic produce, a lot of it from the areas of Mols, where we travel 
to on Day 3 and Day 4.
On page 17 you will find the latitude and longitude of where the 
trees lived before they were cut down.
Please note – on Day 3 we ask you to kindly and vigilantly relate 
indirectly to the nature force of fire: Be aware of the fire hazard 
posed by ‘the harvest’ being present in the big hall. No open fire 
will be in use, but please be aware of the heat from your electronic 
gear; do not place them on the straw surfaces on attended!

Programme Content
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the globe including the melting of glaciers, nuclear testing and volcanoes erupting – events that all can be heard as infrasound (Gancrow 184-185). 
In this interconnectedness there is no difference between event and background, between world and events or objects in this world, between natural 
landscape and human activity—since infrasounds may also be caused by nuclear testing. In our typical lifeworld experience our “here” always implies 
a sense of “there” (Morton Without Nature 170), but in Gancrow’s installation the “here” of the specific site is perceived as being interconnected and 

Invited Participants

Adam Bencard
I am Associate Professor in medical humanities at the The Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for 
Basic Metabolic Research and at the Medical Museion in Copenhagen. My work is split evenly 
between practical science communication (mainly curating exhibitions, most recently the exhibition 
Mind the Gut, winner of The Bikuben Foundation Exhibition Award Vision 2015) and theoretical 
research. My research interest is focused on issues surrounding presence, embodiment, aesthetics 
and what it means to be human in a post-genomic world. www.museion.ku.dk/

Anette Vandsø
As a post doc at Aarhus University and ARoS, Vandsø explores the role of aesthetics in a climate 
changed world. She has a specific interest in art that utilizes material cropped from nature, such as 
garden art, food or sonic art based on field recordings. 
Latest she was the editor of the peer reviewed catalogues for ARoS triennial exhibition The Garden: 
The End of Times, the Beginning of Time, and the editor of How do we rediscover earth after nature. 
A conversation with Bruno Latour with Line Marie Torsen, The Art of Talking Environment (2017) and 
Listening to the Dark Side of Nature (2016).

Angela Rawlings 
A Canadian-Icelandic interdisciplinary artist whose books include Wide slumber for lepidopterists 
(Coach House Books, 2006), Gibber (online, 2012), o w n (CUE BOOKS, 2015), and si tu (MaMa 
Multimedijalni Institut, 2017). Her libretti include Bodiless (for composer Gabrielle Herbst, 2014) 
and Longitude (for Davíð Brynjar Franzson, 2014). She is pursuing a PhD at the University of 
Glasgow on performing geochronology in the Anthropocene. www.arawlings.is

Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing
Professor of Anthropology at the University of California, Santa Cruz, and a Niels Bohr Professor at 
Aarhus University, where she co-directs Aarhus University Research on the Anthropo-cene (AURA) 
with Nils Bubandt. AURA works to form connections across the humanities and natural sciences
based on overlapping forms of curiosity and field-based observation. Between 2013-2017, AURA 
team members conducted research on the landscape dynamics of a former brown-coal mine 
in central Jutland; a special section of Journal of Ethnobiology on this fieldwork has just been 
published (2018). Working with AURA team members Jennifer Deger and Alder Kelerman, Tsing is 
currently working on a digital media project, Feral Atlas, which shows the worldripping ecological 
consequences of imperial and industrial infrastructures. Tsing’s most recent books are The 
mushroom at the end of the world: on the possibility of life in capitalist ruins (Princeton University 
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interdependent with other sites and events on very different spatial and temporal scales. The installation forces a change in perception, or suggests 
a much wider perspective which challenges our everyday world view. What gives this kind of artwork its critical potential is not its stirring emotional 
effects. It is heartbreaking to see polar bears die on melting ice, and that might motivate us to act more responsibly, but it is not heartbreaking to listen 
to Gancrow’s installation. Instead the critical potential in such art works that is closely related to the aesthetic experience of the nonhuman agency; the 
in-perceptual background to our existence on this planet; the dark side of nature that never fully reveals itself.

Invited Participants

Press, 2015) and Arts of living on a damaged planet (co-edited with Heather Swanson, Elaine Gan, 
and Nils Bubandt, University of Minnesota Press, 2017).
Tsing is also the author of Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection (Princeton University 
Press, 2005), which has become a standard text in geography, sociology, critical theory, feminist 
studies, environmental studies, and political economy. Furthermore she coedited five anthologies. 

Anne Mette Laursen
Art historian with a keen interest in the relations between art and nature. Has previously worked as 
a curator at Aros Art Museum, Aarhus and with international outdoor exhibitions in the area of the 
UNESCO protected Wadden Sea – The first major exhibition project in Denmark that aimed to initiate 
cultural bonds between similar costal wetlands internationally, focusing on topics as culture, 
nature and identity seen through the lenses of contemporary site specific installations. Anne Mette 
is currently Project Manager at EARTHBOUND.

Astrid Steffensen
I’m part of the gardening team at ‘Den Gamle By’ [The Old Town - a museum] in Aarhus while 
I finish the last year of my education as a gardener (Green Academy Aarhus). I’m a plant nerd 
and a seed saver. Before I ventured into gardening, I studied and worked in the field of art and 
architectural history (cand.mag.). Hence, my keen interest in historic gardening, the origin of plants 
and the cultural history of potted plants. I’ve done research on the interplay between architecture 
and music, space and sound. I argue in favour of a radically integrated sensorium and draw upon 
thoughts on liminality, atmosphere and presence.

Birgit Løkke
Composer, percussionist, painter, researcher. I combine art and science. 
In my project CELL, I recorded the sounds of cancer cells at the Pasteur Institute in Paris, and the 
universe of cells became the music performance CELL.
When Stevns Klint joined UNESCO’s World Heritage List, I composed a choral work called KLINT. 
The cliffs of Stevns became the score. I involved geologists and seismologists to get a scientific 
foundation for the music. I played Bo Karberg’s innovative World Heritage Instrument URKLANG, and 
the materials of Stevns became functional sculptural elements. At the moment I’m working with 
waves, patterns and water.
www.musicart.dk
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“Microbiome research pushes towards a both metaphorical and practical reconceptualization of ourselves as living, complex ecosystems peopled by a 
wide range of different species, which enter into a more or less delicate balance, which in turn is always dependent on and embedded in a wider world. 
And furthermore, that being ‘peopled’ by microbes should be taken in a dual sense: as ‘populated by’ on the one hand and ‘made into people’ on the 
other, both actual co-habitation and as a becoming of what we recognize as ‘people’.”

Adam Bencard

Bo Fritzbøger
Associate professor in history at the University of Copenhagen. His main field of interest is the 
history of landscape dynamics, land use, and all other aspects of humans’ interrelations with their 
physical environment since the Middle Ages. He has among other things written about woodlands, 
silviculture, agriculture, watercourse management, and climate change.

Charlotta Ruth
- plays with time and perception inside choreography and arts-based research. Her stage and 
participatory works were presented at e.g. Dansens Hus, MDT Sweden, Tanzquartier, WUK Vienna. 
Since 2017 Ruth is a PhD student in artistic research at University of Applied Arts Vienna.
www.charlottaruth.com

Christine Fentz
MA in Dramaturgy from University of Aarhus, and apprentice with a German free group in the 90’ies. 
She works as a performing artist, director and dramaturge (mostly for choreographers). Artistic 
Director of Secret Hotel (see elsewhere). Fentz’ artistic research is related to spirituality/animism/
shamanism, interactions with the land, and multispecies – a lot of inspiration has come from her 
engagement with pre-Christian Nordic cosmology, as well as many travels to Tuva, in Centralasian 
Siberia. Christine has also done a lot of cultural political work in Denmark.

Elle Márjá Eira
Composer, film director and creative producer. She has directed and produced several shortfilms 
and music videos. Earlier she was an actress at the Beaivvaš Sami National Theater.
Her music reflects the Arctic landcape in the North, and with her music she tells personal stories 
from her background as a reindeer herder in the North. Elle Márjá grew up in a traditional reindeer 
herding family in Kautokeino, which is reflected in her art. Her artistic commitment is about the 
right to exist, to work with reindeer husbandry and the right to own reindeer. She began to yoik 
before she could talk. In the traditional Sami way of singing you can yoik people, animals, places, 
water and mountains. Elle Márjá is interested in what you see, and what you can’t see. 
Together with Morten Pettersen she has created a completely unique sound, mixing Sami traditional 
yoik with edgy electronic music. Elle Márjá and her band have received excellent reviews for live 
performances in Europa and beyond. 
www.ellemarja.com • www.daiddadallu.com

Esben Bjerggaard Nielsen 
Associate professor of Rhetoric at the School of Communication and Culture at Aarhus University. 
Dr. Nielsen wrote his PhD dissertation on secular apocalyptic rhetoric and the contemporary 
climate change debates. He has published work on such topics as the Anthropocene, narrative 
rhetoric, environmental communication, and rhetoric of/in popular culture.
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Excert from the Golden Snail Opera:
Farmer: […] These people were running for shelter to the Deep Ditch from which this village gets its name. They never made it. They died here in the 
fields. We don’t know who their families are. After experiencing so many traffic accidents, we realized we had to be better neighbors. Old farmers made a 
temple for their bones, but we new farmers have only begun to learn about them. 

Fröydi Laszlo
Norwegian visual artist that focusses on environmental questions and how we live with the non-
human species. She is the editor of artist-run 284 Publishers, and leads the trans-disciplinary 
group Club Anthropocene, based in Gothenburg, Sweden. The members are from the Nordic 
countries and are artists, priests, philosophers, from cultural studies, etc. She is currently working 
on a project about the culture of conservation around the fresh water algae Marimo, compared 
to the culture of eradication which surrounds the invasive species Japanese Knotweed. Her art 
investigates how human projections may overshadow the biological facts of non-human life cycles.
www.forlaget284.se

Inger Kærgaard
Biologist with many years of experience in forest conservation, teaching, and photography, she is 
frequently giving lectures about forests and trees.
In 2009-2010 she had a photo exhibition about the forest situation in Borneo. The exhibition was 
shown six different places in Denmark.
Inger has worked with forest restoration in Thailand and later with forest protection in Indonesia 
for BirdLife Denmark and BirdLife Indonesia. In 2013 she organized a Forest Festival in Copenhagen. 
Most of the photographs were taking by herself, the exhibition had approximately 25.000 visitors 
during its seven weeks. 
Since 2014 Inger teaches Biological Conservation and Biodiversity and Sustainability in Europe, 
both courses for American exchange students in Copenhagen. Besides being a keen urban gardener, 
bats- and birdwatcher, since 2014 Inger also became a beekeeper. Forest and nature protection are 
always in the center of her work. 
www.wheredidtheforestgo.org/pictures • www.forestsinyourpocket.org/en/

Jessie Kleemann
From Upernavik, Greenland. Performance artist, poet and writer, currently living in Copenhagen.
She trained as a printmaker in Nuuk, and before she turned to visual arts Kleemann also trained 
as an actress at the Tuukaq Theatre in Denmark. Over the years she has created video works, 
installations and many performances as well as worked in traditional theatre productions in 
Greenland. From 1984-1991 she was head of the Art school in Nuuk. As a poet, she has also 
participated in international poetry and literature festivals. She has worked with the international 
performance group The Wolf in the Winter.
Kleemann deconstructs the postcolonial heritage and works to dismantle the images of “being 
Greenlandic”. In her performance practice, she explores the different discourses of ethnocentricities 
marked on the Greenlandic female self, in and through the bodily expressions. Experimenting with 
seal blubber, other kinds of blubber, meat and fish, and colonial food supplements as wheat, coffee 
and rice, she has explored the colonized body and mind.
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We still don’t know how much to sacrifice to them, or what kind of currency they spend. But we do our best to respect them, since it is we who invade 
their places. Pedant: Ghosts: they need to eat. And others too: snails and frogs; birds and leeches; the vegetables on the bunds and the weeds. The 
questions the friendly farmers are asking—and our research team with them—have to do with how each of these creatures conducts itself while making 
a living. How do they each interact with the others? 

Tsai, Carbonell, Chevrier and Tsing.

Kat Joyce
Director, writer and scenographer who creates performance work using a range of approaches. 
She has a particular focus on physical, devised work which rearranges the relationship between 
performer and spectator, and over the last ten years as Co Artistic Director of British ensemble 
Tangled Feet, has created more than twenty performances at a range of scales, both inside 
auditorium and in outdoor public spaces. www.tangledfeet.com 

Lilibeth Cuenca Rasmussen
- primarily engages in video and performance art. 
Cuencas productions involve scripted texts, composed music as well as intricate visual elements; 
costumes as set design. Cuenca gathers, adapts, and universalizes her narratives in both a critical 
and humorous approach in regard to issues such as identity, culture, religion, gender and social 
relations.
www.lilibethcuenca.com

Lotus Lykke Skov
Performer, storyteller and concept developer. Founder and Artistic Leader of Sensescapes, lab for 
the senses. MA in Aesthetics and Culture with emphasis on senses, landscapes and phenomenology.
www.sensescapesblog.wordpress.com

Lourdes Orozco
Lecturer in Theatre Studies in the Workshop Theatre, School of English in Leeds. Her research area 
is at the crossroads of theatre/performance and animal studies, with specific focus in live animals, 
policy and representation. She is the author of various articles on the participation of animals in 
theatre and performance practices, of the book Theatre & Animals (Palgrave 2013) and the 
co-editor of Perfoming Animality: Animals in Performance Practices (Palgrave, 2015).

Mette Nordahl Grosen
Works as an assistant at Secret Hotel during EARTHBOUND. She has a Masters Degree in 
Development & International relations from Aalborg University. Climate changes is of great concern 
for Mette in particular in relation to securing food and water for people in the developing world 
by using low-tech permaculture for them to gain resilience to counter the problematics of climate 
changes.
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Birch (Birketræ): 
Latitude: 56.212186
Longitude: 10.552038

Placement of the cutdown trees
Broom (Gyvel): 
Latitude: 56.211038
Longitude: 10.553750

Fir (Fyr):
Latitude: 56.211679
Longitude: 10.552635

Maple (Ahorn):
Latitude: 56.211040
Longitude: 10.553447

Oak (Eg):
Latitude: 56.211306
Longitude: 10.553765

Spruce (Gran):
Latitude: 56.212148
Longitude: 10.551335

Morten Hyld Pettersen
Music producer, composer, musician and sound engineer from Alta. He has composed music for 
shortfilms, advertisements, documentary and TV-series.

Rasmus Malling Lykke Skov
Performing arts practitioner, educated as Auteur from the Danish School of Performing Arts, and 
with an academic background in History of Ideas (BA) and Dramaturgy (MA). Works freelance, and 
as the artistic co-director of the Danish performance theater company Teater Fluks. 
www.teaterfluks.dk

Ruairí Donovan
- is re-imagining himself and the world around him.
Donovan has been making dances in Ireland since 2008. A recent graduate of the Masters in 
Choreography from DAS Graduate School in Amsterdam Donovan is from County Cork, Ireland 
and his choreographic practice is concerned with ‘aesthetic practices of care’ and queering 
representations of the dancing body. He is currently living and working on Oileán Chléire, a remote 
island and Gaeltacht off the south west coast of Co. Cork investigating Gaeilge as a site of queer 
resistance and new materialist collaboration ‘in the wild’.

Thomas Rosendal Nielsen
Associate professor at the Department for Dramaturgy and Musicology, Aarhus University. 
Ph.d.-dissertation on interactive dramaturgy (2011), recently doing research on contemporary 
participatory performance and teaching theatre theory, poetics and applied dramaturgy. Has 
worked together with participatory theatres in Denmark such as Secret Hotel, Wunderland, Teater 
Fluks, Sensescapes, Carteblanche and Cantabile 2. Member of the board of Association of Nordic 
Theatre Studies and the editorial board of Peripeti, Head of Department for Dramaturgy and 
Musicology.
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Tina Andersen
She studied at Nordic Theater School in Århus, Denmark (1996-1999). Shortly after, she founded 
a female performance group named 5fatal, where she directed seven performances – all in the 
area between dance and theatre. For the last 17 years she has worked as a performing artist, actor, 
director and consultant in many different independant theatre groups in Denmark, Norway and The 
Netherlands. She has been teaching at the school for Performing Arts at Aarhus Theatre in the arts 
of butoh and devising. Tina is now the artistic leader of the performance unit Vildskab, where she 
works with interactive sensory experiences, approaching important issues regarding community, 
environment, creativity, co-responsibility and more.
www.vildskab.dk

Tuija Kokkonen
Artist, researcher and professor in artistic research (2018-23) in Theatre Academy of the 
University of the Arts Helsinki. She received her MA (Theatre Studies, Gender Studies) from the 
University of Helsinki, and DA (Theatre) from Theatre Academy, Uniarts Helsinki. Since 1996 she 
has worked on a series of site-specific memo performances, as the director and the artistic 
director of Maus&Orlovski, an ever-changing performance collective of artists and practitioners 
from various fields. The memos are explorations on relationships between performance, “nature”, 
non-human and time, and on the role of performance in the age of ecological crises. They chart 
terrains between genres of art, between species; terrains where aesthetics, ethics and politics are 
inseparable. Since 1999 the memos have been performed mainly in the program of Kiasma Theatre/ 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki, and internationally. Kokkonen has been teaching, publishing 
and performing widely in her interest areas nationally as well as internationally.
Her forthcoming publication is Performance at the Age of Ecological Crises (Palgrave 2019). 
www.tuijakokkonen.fi

Vibeke Holm Nielsen 
- is the production coordinator of Secret Hotel and working on EARTHBOUND. She holds an MA 
in Experience Economy and a BA in Art & Technology. She has a special interest in the field of 
art-science and the production of such projects, which facilitates processes where art merges with 
biology, geology, humans and other agents in the world. Working with cultural production she sees 
these interdisciplinary projects as key players in developing a sustainable future for us all.

Excert from the Golden Snail Opera: 
Farmer: Grandpa Chang was commenting on a 1950s Green Revolution film on how to use chemical fertilizers and pesticides for rice farming in Taiwan. 
He remembered that during transplanting season, in those days, the world was completely silent, without the sounds of animals or birds. Now, with the 
coming of a new generation of “friendly farmers,” he said, the sounds had begun to come back. As they did for Shun, the animals are joining the work.
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Secret Hotel
Participatory performing art for all ages: Innovative, audiencebased and
always accessible experiences – sensuous as well as stimulating for the intellect. We see our
audience as guests and co-creators as we explore sites, formats and collaboration methods,
across disciplines. We offer an array of productions and co-productions, research and networking
activities. We tour Denmark and abroad and offer residencies and events at our working space in
the beautiful Mols Bjerge National Park. We instigate dialogues between places, seasons, living 
creatures and various practices as diverse as performing art, live art, anthropology, philosophy, 
biology, spirituality, permaculture and wood chopping. Currently we do a series of walking lectures, 
on Ants, on Bees and on Trees & Mycellium. www.secrethotel.dk

School of Communication and Culture - Aarhus University
The Department of Dramaturgy and Musicology is one of the nine departments. There are about 30 
researchers, teachers and PhD students affiliated with the department, 18 of whom are tenured. 
They teach and supervise more than 400 students.

Aarhus Performing Arts Platform
- brings people together, ensures and facilitates knowledge, reaches out and provides framework
and visibility for the performing arts community in the region around Aarhus, Denmark.
Through sharing and communication of knowledge, competences and resources, the platform
supports and generates development and initiatives within the performing arts community. The
platform also brings focus to new possibilities and facilitates innovative and developmental
collaborations within the performing arts, as well as in relation to other sectors.
- concentrates mainly on the local performing arts community – in particular the independent
artists – but works simultaneously with both national and international perspectives in terms
of both long term strategic and project-based collaborations. 
- also strives to create connections between the performing arts sector and a wide range of people 
and organisations from other art genres or other professional areas – connections that work 
mutually supportive and yields co-creational competences and resources. www.theplatform.dk

Institute of Meals
Institute of Meals investigates the space around meals in collaborations between chefs,
researchers and artists. The meal is an effective catalyst for creating meetings between human
beings. Institute of Meals sees these meetings and communities as the base of both the continued 
development of both business and culture, as well as creating attention towards the challenges we 
face regarding the ressources of Nature.
For EARTHBOUND the chefs will be Jakob Vinkler who runs Institute of Meals and Smag, and the
Dutch chef Frans van der Woude. The Brazilian chef and artist Paulo Schinzel Rodrigues, who at
present has a residency at Smag, will lead a workshop on Day 3.

But not all the animals support the farmers. Some do everything they can to thwart the harvest. Pedant: Perhaps you’ve heard of the golden snail. Some 
call it “apple,” or Pomacea canaliculata. During the high times of twentieth-century development, the snail was imported from Argentina to Taiwan as a 
potential food-production project. They called it the “golden treasure snail,” but no one would eat it. 

Tsai, Carbonell, Chevrier and Tsing.
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Credits Important info

EARTHBOUND is curated by Christine Fentz, Secret Hotel in collaboration with 
Lotus Lykke Skov, Thomas Rosendal and Tina Andersen.
Produced by Secret Hotel in collaboration with School of Communication and Culture 
and Aarhus Performing Arts Platform.

Staging: Christine Fentz & Tina Andersen
Production manager: Anne Mette Laursen
Production coordinator: Vibeke Holm Nielsen, Secret Hotel
Technical responsible: Ernst Steen Hansen, Pappagallo
Technical assistants: John Thinning and Pelle Steen Weinholt Karlsen
Production assistant: Mette Grosen Nordahl
Catering: Institute of Meals, Ebeltoft www.smag.dk
Press: SwanProMotion.dk and Stone Solid Press
Logo: Mette Damsgaard Nielsen – www.llustra.dk 
Programme design: Nanna Rosalia – www.nannarosalia.com
Woodland work: Vibes Træpleje/Jacob Vibe – www.vibestraepleje.dk
Sewing: Tünde Szabo and Rosina Lamberti and Remuz Szabo
Student workers: Morten, Caroline, Emilie, Zina
Volunteers: Rosina Lamberti, Maja Ravn, Joel Pylvänäinen, 
Eva Konrad Hanneslund, Ida Kibæk Skytte, and Simon Lange.

THANKS TO 
Anna Tsing, Line Marie Thorsen, Adam Bencard, Anette Vandsø, Mark A. Cheetam, Gry 
Hedin og Ann-Sofie Gremaud, Ragnhild Freng Dale. Laboratory of Ecology & Aesthetics. 
Mia Korsbæk/AURA. Svend Erik Jensen and Jacob Østergaard/Moesgaard, Nils Bubandt. 
Lourdes Orozco. Esben Bjerggaard. Maya Sialuk Jacobsen. Susanne Højlund og 
Mikael Schneider/Creative Tastebuds. Simo Simouri & Mogador – restaurant & tesalon. 
Ingrid Bleeg, Gitte Ladefoged og Ritha Sandra Jensen. Lone Mørch. Andreas Roepstorff. 
Astrid & Holger Ahlgreen Jensen. Betina Ramm, Pia Burgaard Madsen, 
Gitte Grønning Munk, Morten Brochoff/Aarhus Universitet. Marlene Lind og Marie Eggert 
Jørgensen/Rødegaard Kursuscenter. Bogensholm Hovedgaard. Rasmus Brorly and Monia 
Kroul/Vovsekøbning. Moesgaard Kvæglaug & Knud Lund Pedersen. Hørhavegården 
www.hoerhavegaarden.dk. Helgenæs Maskinstation. Landmand Svend Hjulmand. 
Valle Frederiksen. Slagter Kruse. Helene Jensen/Textilkokken. Millidut, Kaouki, Agnar & 
Co. The board of Secret Hotel, and in grateful memory of Kjetil Sandvik.
Secret Hotel is a certified partner of Mols Bjerge National Park, and we can therefore 
share these bags with you. 

Mols Organics

Taxis:
Dantaxi – 86164700
aarhustaxa.dk – 89484848

Tourist info: www.visitaarhus.dk

Emergency: Dial 112

Emergency Medical Service: +45-70113131

Pharmacy:
Aarhus Løve Apotek (6am-12pm)
Store Torv 5 (by the cathedral)
https://aarhusloeveapotek.a-apoteket.dk/
+45-86120022

And gratitude to all the creatures, persons and 
other entities we do not even consciously know 
have been involved…
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Kasernescenen - Day 1 Moesgaard - Day 2

Rødegaard - Day 3 Bogens - Day 4

Maps - The four places

MoMu

Big Hall

Small Hall Foyer

Horse field

 Performance

Gather here

Lecture Hall

Moesgård Allé
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Emil Aarestrups Vej

Kildevej

Ka
rls

hø
jve

j

Provstskovvej

Pro
vst

sk
ov

ve
j

Provstskovvej

Bispelundvej

Workshops

Accomodation 
Kirkesletten (7A)

The Farm (9)

From both accomodations to The Farm: 800 meters

Accomodation 
Bogensholm (2)

P

P P

Lecture Hall 
and Dining
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Aarhus Centrum
Kasernen, Langelandsgade 139, 8000 Aarhus C

Wakeup Aarhus 

Accomodation 
Bogensholm (2)

Kasernen

Park Allé - citybus 2A
www.midttrafik.dk

Aros

Mølleparken

Botanical Garden

Letbanen

Bus station
Rutebilsstationen



26th

---------- Yoga is offered ---------
--- Morning briefing & breakfast ---

Programme 
Lunch
Dinner
Concert etc. 
(public)

Organized by Secret Hotel in collaboration with Aarhus University, Aarhus Performing Arts Platform, 
Insitute of Meals and AURA (Aarhus University Research on the Anthropocene)

Kasernen

Botanical 
Garden

University 
Park

Moesgaard 

Rødegaard, Vistoft
Bogens

Programme
Lunch
Programme
Dinner

Le
ct

ur
e

Programme
Lunch
Programme
Dinner

29th

Morning Programme
Lunch
Afternoon Programme

Bus (public)

Bus 

Bus

27th 28th

Bus Bus

Secret Hotel
Valdemarsgade 1G
8000 Aarhus C
www.secrethotel.dk
tlf. 50556263


